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Jug Band, the Next Generation 
 San Francisco Jug Band Festival, 2012 

 
This year the San Francisco Jug Band Festival will be held indoors in the warm atmosphere of 
an Irish pub. 
 

Plough & the Stars 
116 Clement Street @ 2nd Avenue,  
San Francisco, CA 

 
September 22,  6-12 pm 
Admission  $7.00 
 

This year's festival explores new directions in jug band performance. 
 
6 pm   Dusty Porch Orchestra – This actively busking band fills the streets with their 
youthful high energy. Gutbucket bass, washboard, and musical saw get augmented with 
clarinet and accordion for an Eastern European flavor. 
 
7 pm   The Amazing Dr. Zarcon's Breathing Machine – This long established ensemble 
is a larger group, anchored in the traditional repertoire, stylistically representative of the 1960s 
jug-band revival. 
 
8 pm   The Goat Family – The Goats have described their music as "unstopperable." All 
conventions are out the window and anything not bolted down can become an instrument. If 
their music is art-jug, it is highly influenced by Jackson Pollock. 
 
9 pm   Ghost Town Gospel – A young band out of a West Oakland live-work scene, Ghost 
Town Gospel likes to mix up the lineup. They play danceable, punk-infused jams on traditional 
stringband instruments. 
 
10 pm   Bakersfield Dozen – A young band with street creds, they recently rocked the 
Sutter Creek Jug Band Festival with up tempo renditions of traditional jug-band tunes. The 
street-corner equivalent of the power trio, they have gutbucket bass and washboard, fronted by 
resonator guitar, great vocals, and occasional kazoo. 



 

Jug Band Music, Then & Now 

As jug-band music feels modern influences, the question arises, what constitutes a jug band? 
Many simply say the band must have a jug. For others, any improvised instruments – gut 
bucket, washboard, kazoo, etc. are key. To some, it is performing the repertoire of the 1920s jug 
bands, perhaps note for note. The cover band/tribute band question comes to mind. Some 
dwell more on the spirit – people having fun with the talent and instruments at hand. Jug 
Band the Next Generation will present a variety of current jug-band styles… you be the judge. 
 
In New York, in the 1830s, minstrel shows thrived on making fun of marginalized ethnic 
communities including Irish and African Americans. This brought together the Celtic 
fiddletune structure with West African rhythms and scales in a whimsical, if denigrating, 
performance by Whites in blackface. This crosspollination was the genesis of most all 
subsequent American popular music. 
 
By the 1890s, Black performers, in blackface, joined the ranks of the minstrel shows and gained 
their first access to the recording studio, where the acoustics of the African instrument, the 
banjo, was particularly well suited to cylinder recording. 
 
Medicine shows picked up this musical fusion and carried it to the rural areas of the South and 
West. The combination of lighthearted, enthusiastic playing with suggestive rhythms proved to 
be a great draw and crowd pleaser, as it remains to this day. Many of the first generation of jug 
band performers, most notably Gus Canon, developed their chops on the medicine-show 
circuit. 
 
In poor and remote neighborhoods, there was not easy access to professionally made musical 
instruments. Local people wanting to play this lively music improvised instruments from what 
they had: jugs, wash tubs, washboards, spoons, kazoos, and guitars, mandolins, and banjos 
built on gourds and cigar boxes. When the medicine show and improvised instruments met the 
blues, the jug-band ensemble was born. 
 
Recording of jug band music got going in the 1920s. The whimsical, good-times feel of the 
Charleston met the blues and the heyday of jug-band music was on. 
 
When the Depression hit, record companies dropped their race-records lines, and with that, 
jug-band recording ceased. But, this good time music was a great antidote for hard times and 
its crowd-drawing ability was perfect for busking on street corners and rent parties – some 
musicians struggled on.  
 
The release of the Anthology of American Folk Music in 1952 spawned the folk revival of the 
50s and 60s. On it were the jug band classics: Walk Right In, Minglewood Blues, and 
K.C.Moan. These inspired the jug-band revival of the 1960s giving us artists from Jim Kweskin 
and Dave Grisman to Jerry Garcia. 
 



A culture of jug bands and related hokum, jook, washboard, and medicine-show bands has 
continued since the 60s to this day, united by a spirit best summed up by this quote from Geoff 
Muldaur: 

 

"The essence of the jug-band idea is people jamming music for free and for fun 
with an extremely unrehearsed, spontaneous nature to it." 

 
Today, two musical events are influencing the jug band scene. African Americans are 
rediscovering their heritage of their ancestral instrument the banjo, which has led to the great 
contributions of the Carolina Chocolate Drops reinfusing jug band with the musical talents of 
the slaves and sharecroppers. The other is that the exuberance of some flavors of punk and 
goth bands are an easy fit with some of the up-tempo and expressive aspects of jug band. 
 
The mission statement of California Jug Band Association includes: To promote, encourage, 
foster, and cultivate the preservation, appreciation, understanding, enjoyment, support, and 
performance of jug band music as an original American musical art form; other genres of 
music similar in style and execution including, but not limited to, jook, hokum, spasm, skiffle, 
washboard, and medicine show music are also within the interest and scope of the CJBA. 
 
Perhaps it is due to our economic times that groups of young musicians are once again taking 
to the streets and clubs with found and improvised instruments, busking on street corners and 
subways. Their iPods are full of all kinds of music that finds expression in their own playing, 
but at its core it is that old combination of lighthearted, enthusiastic playing with suggestive 
rhythms that still draws the crowds and fills the tip jars. 

  
 
 


